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The concept of the inverse correlation function of a stationary process was 
introduced by Cleveland (Technometrics 14 (1972) 277-293). The inverse partial 
correlation function of a stationary process may intuitively be thought of as the 
corresponding extension of the concept of the partial correlation function. A precise 
mathematical definition of this function is given. Its importance in describing the 
structure of a moving average of finite order h is discussed. Having observed 
X ,,.... X,, the autoregressive method of estimating the inverse correlations is 
employed for constructing sample estimates of the inverse partial correlations. For 
the hth-order moving average process, the estimates beyond h are, as T-, co. 
asymptotically independent normally distributed with 0 mean and variance T- ‘. 
Their use for estimating h and for testing hypotheses concerning h is examined. 
1. INTRcJDuCTI~N 
Let x, (t = 0, f l,...) be a moving average process of order h 
xt = $ P*(.d &t-j, PtsO) = 15 
j=O 
(1.1) 
where h is finite, E, is a sequence of uncorrelated random variables with 0 
mean, variance CI*, say, and the ph(j) are real coefficients such that the 
polynomial 
Bh(Z) = 4 p*(j) zj 
,Z-0 
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is bounded away from 0, (z/ < 1. Let R(u) = Ex,x,+. denote the covariance 
function, T(U) = R(u)/R(O) the correlation function and 
f(k) = (2x)-’ I F R(u) exp(-iuA) 
u= -Cc 
the spectral density function of x,. We have, f(A) # 0 (--03 < k < co) and 
Hence, the quantity 
.m) = (1/4~*)lf(w’ (1.2) 
exists for all A and, as in Parzen [27], it is called the inverse spectral density 
function, its Fourier coefficient 
Ri(u) = jn eiuAjT(l) dA 
-+z 
the inverse covariance function, and 
r-i(u) = Ri(u)/Ri(O) 
the inverse correlation function of x,. As discussed by Bhansali [ 101, the 
p,,(j)‘s satisfy the Cleveland-Parzen equations 
5 P,(j) ri(u -j) = 0 (u = 1, 2,...). (1.3) 
j=O 
which are similar to the well-known Yule-Walker equations (e.g., Box and 
Jenkins [ 13, pp. 55-641) and, by analogy, the quantity -/Jh(h) may be called 
the inverse partial correlation coefficient of order h of x,. Similarly, let p,(j) 
(j = l,..., s) be the solutions of the equations 
+ P,(j) ri(u -j) = 0 
.,=-o 
(24 = I,..., s; s = 1, 2,...), (1.4) 
where j?,(O) = 1. Then the quantity 
7zi(s) = -p,(s) (s = 1, 2,...), (1.5) 
may be called the inverse partial correlation function of x, ; for example, 
Hipel et al. [21] and Chatlield [ 141 make use of this terminology. 
In this paper the intuitive definition of the inverse partial correlation 
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function given in the last paragraph is made more precise by defining this 
function geometrically in a Hilbert space setting. The inverse partial 
correlations are shown to play exactly the same role in describing the 
structure of a finite order moving average process as is played by the partial 
correlations for a finite order autoregressive process. The latter are 
considered by Quenouille [28], Anderson [5, pp. 214-223), Barndorff- 
Nielsen and Schou [ 11, Ramsey [29], among others, and occupy a 
prominent place in the methodology for time series analysis developed by 
Box and Jenkins [ 131. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE INVERSE PARTIAL CORRELATION FUNCTION 
Let Z = (0, f 1, +2 ,... ), Z + = { 1, 2 ,... } and suppose that {xl, t E Z} is an 
arbitrary, real valued stationary process with an absolutely summable 
covariance function R(u), and nonvanishing spectral density function f(1). 
Further, let j?(n), Ri(u), and d(u), respectively, denote the inverse spectral 
density function, the inverse covariance function, and the inverse correlation 
function of x,. (For convenience, the notation used here is the same as in 
Section 1, even though the two processes are not necessarily the same.) 
Denote by H, the Hilbert space spanned by the random variables (x,, 
t E Z} with inner product 
and norm 
(x,, xs>H = R(s - t) (2.1) 
IIXJH = m- (2.2) 
Let H,-, denote the closed linear subspace of H, generated by the 
random variables {x,, s < t; t E Z}, z?r denote the projection of x, on H,-, , 
and put 
&,=X,-&. (2.3) 
We have (e.g., Hannan [ 19, p. 1371) 
(2.4) 
say, 
(Et 3 %)” = 0 (t # s). (2.5) 
Hence, when viewed as elements of H,, the E, (t E Z) are mutually 
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orthogonal. For the purpose of defining the inverse partial correlation 
function, however, it will be convenient to view them as elements of a 
different Hilbert space M, on which the inner product is given by 
(E,, Es)&# = Ri(s - t) (2.6) 
and the norm by 
II 4lM = mm. (2.7) 
Thus M, consists of all finite linear combinations JJ cjslj (fj E Z), where the 
cj are real constants, as well as limits with respect to norm (2.7) of all 
Cauchy sequences in M,. 
Let L(S) denote the Hilbert space generated by complex exponentials 
{e i’A, t E 2, A E [-n, z]} with inner product 
It is well known that the space H, is congruent to L(f), see, for example, 
Grenander and Rosenblatt [ 17, p. 641). Denote by L *(fi) another Hilbert 
space, generated by complex exponentials (e”“, t E Z, A E [--7c, rc] } with 
inner product 
Then the arguments of Grenander and Rosenblatt [ 171 may be repeated to 
show that L*(F) is congruent to M,. In particular, the element E, E M, 
corresponds to eit” E L*(J). 
Consider the subspace Mj+,,j+SPl of M, generated by (sj+,,..., ejtsm,}, 
where s > 1 and jE Z. Let tj and tj+, be the respective projections of E,~ and 
‘j+s on Mj+l,j+s-l and putpj= Ej-~j,~j~~=~j+s-~jis. 
DEFINITION. The inverse partial correlation function of x, is the sequence 
{d(s), s E Z’ } defined by 
7ci( 1) = ri( l), (2.8) 
and for s > 1 
(2.9) 
for all j E Z. I 
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We have, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
I7qs)I < 1. 
Suppose that the /3,(j) are the solutions of Eqs. (1.4), and put 
(2.10) 
ai*(s)2 = i P,(j) r-i(j), (2.11) 
j=O 
ai = Ri(0) oi*(sy. (2.12) 
It is well known that the p,(j) may be obtained recursively from the p,_,(j) 
(e.g., Ramsey [29]). The relevant equations are 
/3$(S) = - jr@) + $ /3-,(j) ri(s -j) l/oi*(s - l)*, (2.13) 
j=l 
P,(j) = P, - I (j> + PAS) P, - 1 (s -A (j = l,..., s - l), (2.14) 
ai* = ai*(s - 1)’ [ 1 - (p,(s)}‘] (2.15) 
which may be started by recognizing that p,(l) = -ri(l) and oi*(l)* = ] 1 - 
(PI(l)}“]. Since 
it is readily verified that the definition of pi given above is consistent with 
(1.5) and they may be determined from Eqs. (2.13~(2.15). 
For t E 2, let M,?, denote the subspace of M, generated by (es, s < t} 
and let Eli denote the projection of E, on ME,. We have 
1) E, - 6,/I; = 2x exp 
! 
$!I logfi(A) dA 1 = oi2, (2.16) 
‘I 
say, and on using Eq. (2.4), we get 
oi2 = l/a2. (2.17) 
Note that the relationship (2.17) between u’ and ai is consistent with a 
remark of Parzen (1974). 
Finally, it should also be stated that the definition of ?ri(s) may 
equivalently be given in 1 language on the space L*(B). The details, 
however, are omitted in the interests of space. 
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3. PROPERTIES OF THE INVERSE PARTIAL CORRELATION FUNCTION 
A principal application of the inverse partial correlation function is in 
characterizing the behaviour of a finite order moving average process. The 
following result, the necessity of which follows immediately from Eqs. (1.3), 
shows that ni(s) may be used for identifying a finite order moving average 
process. 
THEOREM 3.1. A stationary time series xt with absolutely summable 
covariance function and nonvanishing spectral density function is a moving 
average process of order h if and only if its inverse partial correlation 
function is zero beyond h. 
Proof of Sufficiency. Since 7ci(s) = 0, s > h, Eq. (2.14) shows that for all 
s > h, /3,(j) =/?&J (j = l,..., h), p,(j) = 0 (j = h + l,..., s). Thus the ph(j) 
satisfy the following equation: 
I 
n 
e -iUAB,(e-i’) J(A) dL = 0, u = -1, -2,..., 
--x 
= ai2, u = 0, 
where B&C) # 0, ]zI < 1 is the characteristic polynomial of the p,,(j). This 
last result, however, implies that if v(u) (u = 0, l,...) denote the nonvanishing 
Fourier coeffkients of the function v(L) = B,(e-“A) j?(n), then the function 
K(Z) = f- v(u) z” = ai* 
L 
1 + f v*(u)z” , 
u=o u=, I 
where v*(u) = v(u)/v(O), belongs to the Hardy space H’ of complex 
functions, e.g., Rudin [31, p. 3691, and g(J) = (27~)’ K(ei’). Therefore, on 
using relations (1.2) (2.17) and results of Szego [35, pp. 268-2691 we may 
deduce that 
f(k) = % (B,(e-“)} 11 + c 
-I 
v*(u) e’“* , 
u=l I 
I 
1 + 9 v*(u) eiU,l 
i 
--I 
= B,(e’-‘), 
u=l 
and 
R(u) = 0, lul>h. I 
Suppose now that x, is a moving average process of order h satisfying 
Eq. (1.1) and let b,= [Ph(l) ,..., /Ih(h and ph= [k(l) ,..., xi(h)]’ be h X 1 
vectors. Also let I- denote the mapping, defined by Eqs. (2.13~(2.15), which 
transforms b, to ph. Theorem 3.2 below may be established by using the 
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results of Barndorff-Nielsen and Schou (71 who earlier established a similar 
theorem for an autoregressive process. Proof of this theorem is not given, 
since it is almost identical to that given by these authors. 
THEOREM 3.2. The mapping r which transforms b, to ph is one-to-one 
and onto (-1, 1)“. Furthermore, both r and its inverse r-’ are continuously 
diflerentiable. 
An implication of Theorem 3.2 is that the class of finite order moving 
average processes may be smoothly parametrized in terms of the ni(s) in 
exactly the same way as the class of finite order autoregressive processes can 
be in terms of their partial correlation function. Barndorff-Nielsen and Schou 
[7] discuss advantages of the latter, which also carry through to moving 
average processes; see also Akaike [4]. 
4. ESTIMATION OF THE INVERSE PARTIAL CORRELATION FUNCTION 
Let X, ,..., X, denote the observed time series. A natural method of 
estimating zi(s) is to solve Eqs. (2.13)-(2.15) but with ri(u) replaced by its 
corresponding sample estimate S(u), say. Several different methods may be 
employed for obtaining Z(u) (see Bhansali [lo]). Of these, only the 
autoregressive method will be examined here. It is clear that the window 
method of estimating ri(u) may also be used for estimating the ni(s), and 
under appropriate regularity conditions, results similar to those given in 
Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 5.1 also hold for this method. To save space, 
however, this method is not considered here. Also, in the simulation 
experiments reported in Section 6, this method gave discouraging results. 
The estimate of ri(u) given by the autoregressive method is of the form 
Z(u) = Fik(u), where 
fii(u) = gik(u)/R^ik(0), (4.1) 
R^i,Ju) = (27rQ)-’ v >: ifk (T) 1-I exp (a 7) (u = 0, l,..., k), (4.2) 
fk(A) = (2x)-’ Si 11 + Bk( 1) exp(-ik) + . . f + b,(k) exp(-ik;l)l 2, 
c, = a/J l),..., ck = d,(k) are the kth order least-squares estimates of 
autoregressive coefficients, obtained by minimizing 
T-l-k 
(T-k)-’ c (xk+/+l +c,xk+j+ “’ +CkXl+i)2~ 
j=O 
with minimum S: and Q > 2k. 
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Denote by b,,,(j) the sth order estimates of the moving average 
parameters obtained by solving Eqs. (2.13)-(2.15) but with r-i(u) replaced by 
?i,(u). Then 
7%.(s) = -A.&) (s = 1, 2,..., k) (4.3) 
gives the corresponding autoregressive estimate of xi(s), and 
c%,(s)* = &,(s - l)*[ 1 - {j?,,,(s)}‘] (4.4) 
that of uTi(s)*, where t%,(O)* = &i,JO). 
As noted by Bhansali [lo] the above autoregressive method of obtaining 
the b&j) is closely connected with the well-known Durbin’s [ 161 method of 
estimating the parameters /3,,(j), of the moving average model (1.1). Its main 
advantage is computational economy. Closed form estimates of the 
parameters of moving average models of successively higher orders may be 
obtained in one pass. Second, for each fitted order, the estimates are 
guaranteed to be invertible, which is not the case with the maximum 
likelihood methods, such as those of Hannan [ 181 and Box and Jenkins [ 131, 
of estimating the moving average parameters; see Nicholls [25] and Osborn 
1261. In the simulation studies of McClave [22, 231, Durbin’s method does 
not compare favourably with the maximum likelihood methods, These 
comparisons, however, are based on an unrealistic assumption that the order 
of the moving average model is known. Thus a two-step procedure recom- 
mended by Bhansali [lo] may be employed; to save space, the details of this 
procedure are not repeated here. 
The asymptotic distribution of the 7iik(s) takes a particularly simple form 
when xI is a finite order moving average process and s > h. It is only this 
case that is considered below, since otherwise their asymptotic covariance 
structure is rather complicated. We suppose that x, satisfies 
ASSUMPTION 1. The process x, follows Eq. (1. l), B*(Z) # 0, IzJ < 1 and 
E, is a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables with 
0 mean, variance 02, and finite fourth moment E(E:). 
Let b, = [P,(l),..., P,(s)]‘, ps = [pi,..., 7W)l’, &,, = [&s(l),..., &&>I’ 
be s x 1 vectors and let 0: denote an s-dimensional vector of zeroes. When 
s > h, x, satisfies Assumptton 1 and k is a function of T such that as T-+ 00, 
k -+ co but the regularity conditions stated in Theorem 4.1 hold, Bhansali 
[ 111 has shown that, as T-+ 00, fl {6,,, - b,} is asymptotically normally 
distributed with mean 0, and covariance matrix O&J(S)- ‘, where ai* is given 
by (2.17) and m(s) has Ri(u - V) in its uth row and uth column. Hence, by a 
result of Rao 130, p. 3881 and our Theorem 3.2, fi {fik.s - p,} is 
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asymptotically normally distributed with mean 0, and covariance matrix 
E(s)-‘, where 
I;(s) = s 6(s) “‘;;;‘* 1 ; 
s s ni(h+I)=.~~=ni(s):O 
p: and (r-l)* denote the transposes of ,ps and r ‘, respectively, and the 
matrix 8(s) is obtained from a*@(s) by replacing the p,(j) and oil by 
equivalent expressions involving the rci(j). 
In Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, the results of Barndorff-Nielsen and Schou [ 7 ] 
are used to show that fii,(h) is asymptotically independently distributed of 
??i,( l),..., %,(h - I), that (lii,(h + l),..., Zik(s)} are asymptotically 
independent and identically normally distributed with the same variance and 
that they are also independently distributed of (%,Jl),..., Zik(h)]. We remark 
that an alternative proof of Theorem 4.2 may also be constructed along the 
lines of Anderson [.5, pp. 217-2211. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Further suppose that 
the choice of k in terms of T is such that as T+ ~13, k -+ ~13 but k3/ T+ 0 and 
T”*{la(k + l)] + la(k + 2)1 + ...} + 0. 
Then, as T-t 03, fl{&, - P,, ) is asymptotically normally distributed with 
mean 0, and covariance matrix Z(h)-‘, where Z(h) is of the form 
and A,, = A,,@,,) denotes an (h - 1) X (h - 1) matrix. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the conditions stated in Theorem 4.1, for s > h, 
JT (fik,$ - p,] is asymptotically normally distributed with mean O,, and 
covariance matrix Z(s) ‘, where Z(s) is of the form 
Z(s)= [‘!) ; 1, (4.6) 
I denotes the identity matrix of order s - h and 0 stands for a matrix 
consisting of zeroes. 
5. ORDER SELECTION FOR A MOVING AVERAGE PROCESS 
‘There are three different ways in which the estimated inverse partial 
correlations may be used for selecting the order of a moving average to fit: 
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(i) The si,Js) may be plotted against s in much the same way as the 
estimated partial correlations are for determining the order of an 
autoregressive process; see Hipel et al. 1211 and Chatfield [ 141. An alter- 
native is to plot &(s)* against s; see Whittle [36, p. 371. In our view, this 
informal inspection of the data is often the most important part of an entire 
analysis. Nevertheless, it cannot ordinarily stand by itself, since one usually 
needs to provide various standards of comparison against which the observed 
discrepancies can be measured. 
(ii) The null hypothesis that the order is h, against the alternative 
that it is h, + h,, h, > 1, may be tested by forming the statistic 
ho+“, 
Q, = T x %,(s)*. 
s=h"tl 
It follows from Theorem 4.2 that under the null hypothesis Q, is 
asymptotically x2 distributed with h, degrees of freedom. Thus, this 
procedure is similar to that suggested by Quenouille [28] for testing the 
corresponding hypotheses concerning an autoregressive process. It is suitable 
to use when h, and h, have been prescribed a priori. Otherwise, it will need 
to be applied repeatedly, and there is then the problem of determining an 
appropriate level of significance to use (see Akaike [3]). 
(iii) On the assumption that an upper bound H, say, for h is known a 
priori an estimate g,Ja), say, of h may be constructed by minimising the 
criterion 
AICA,(s) = T log c%,(s)* + as (s = 0, l,..., H), (5.1) 
where a > 1 is an arbitrary constant. The motivation for using this criterion 
comes from the work of Akaike [ 1,4], Shibata [ 331, and Bhansali and 
Downham [ 121. A choice of a = 2 corresponds to using Akaike’s [ 1 ] infor- 
mation criterion, while a choice of a > 2 log log T and a = log T produces 
criteria equivalent to those considered by Hannan [20] and Schwarz [ 321. 
Let 
FPEAn(s) = Bi,(s)* (1 + as/r>. (5.2) 
If terms which are O(T-*) are ignored, then AICA,(s)= log{FPEA,(s)}. 
Hence, the use of the criterion (5.2) is asymptotically equivalent to that of 
(5.1). 
The asymptotic distribution of i,Ja), as T + co, is given below in 
Theorem 5.1 for a fixed a. It may be established by using Theorem 4.2 of 
this paper, Theorem 3.1 of Bhansali [Ill, and an argument similar to that of 
Shibata [33]. A detailed proof of this theorem is not given since it is 
analogous to that given by Shibata [33]. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Under the conditions stated in Theorem 4.1, 
F+; R-(5,(a) =j} = g,(j), 
where 
g,(j) =P& - h) q,W -3, h<j<H, 
zz 0, otherwise, 
p,(n)=Pr ii (Yj>O) , 
i 1 
q,(n)=J+ ii (yi<O) 
j=l 1 .i= I ! 
,n>l, 
P,(O) = %(O) = 1, Yj’ {(x:(1)-a)+ .*. + (x:(j)-a)} 
and {x:(i)} denotes a sequence of independent xi random variables. 
It is appropriate to compare the procedure described above of estimating h 
with some of its alternatives: 
(i) The first alternative, considered by Bhansali [ 111, is to estimate h 
by hk(cz), where &,(a) is the value of s for which the criterion 
FPER,(s) = d,(s)’ (1 + as/T) (s = 0, l,..., H) (5.3) 
attains its minimum value. Here 
Sk(S)' = $ 'f' I'r"(Wj) IB,,,(Oj)l -2, oj = 2nj/T, (5.4) 
,:o 
B,,,(n) = i B,+,,,(j) exp(-$1, 
2 
ICT’(L) = (27rT)-’ 5 X, exp(-itA) , 
j=O ,=I 
(5.5) 
and, as before, a > 1 is an arbitrary constant. 
(ii) This alternative, examined by Hannan [20],, provides three 
different estimates of h by minimising three different criteria, all of which 
may be obtained from a criterion of the general form 
AICM,(s) = log a*(s)’ f as/T (s = 0, I,..., H), (5.6) 
by setting a L 2, a > 2 log log T and a = log T, respectively. In (5.6) a*(s)’ 
is of the same form as c?,(s)* but with Bk,s(L) replaced by the transfer 
function G,*(L), say, of the sth order full maximum likelihood estimates of 
the moving average parameters. 
(iii) The last alternative, proposed by Akaike (21, estimates h by 
minimising a criterion of the same form as (5.6) but with a = 2 and a*(s)* 
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calculated by using an approximate maximum likelihood procedure 
analogous to that of Hannan [ 181. 
We note that for each fixed cz, &,(a) and &(a) have the same asymptotic 
distribution, and are thus asymptotically equivalent. These in their turn are 
asymptotically equivalent to the estimate obtained by minimising the 
criterion (5.6). As compared with both these procedures, however, the 
estimation of h by minimising the criterion (5.2) or (5.3), has the advantage 
of computational economy. The first is computationally more expensive 
because the computation of B,(s)’ is more costly than that of r%,(s)*. Indeed, 
the latter may be computed at the same time as the p,,,(j) are, cf. Eq. (4.4). 
The second because it employs an iterative full maximum likelihood 
procedure for estimating the moving average parameters for each s = I,..., H. 
For applying the FPEA,, or the FPER,, criterion there is also the 
question of how to choose k. But this problem need not be insurmountable. 
The numerical results given by Bhansali [ 111 for the FPER, criterion 
suggest that although the order selected could change as k is varied, the 
frequency of this occurring is not unduly high. 
A related reference is McClave [24], the main idea behind whose method 
of estimating h is similar to that suggested here. The actual method of 
estimating d(u) and h, however, is different and more complicated. Thus his 
results do not yield our Theorem 5.1; also see Bhansali [ 111. 
6. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In practice T is finite. The finite sample distribution of the AICA, and the 
FPEA, criteria, however, is difficult to derive analytically. To examine the 
usefulness of the asymptotic distribution of z,(a) given in Theorem 5.1 as an 
approximation to its finite sample distribution, and to compare the relative 
performance of the FPEA, criterion with that of the FPER, and AICM, 
criteria, a Monte Carlo investigation was carried out. 
A stretch of T observations following the first order moving average 
process x1 = E, + PE,- 1 was generated, with /3 = kO.3, +0.8 and T = 48, 96, 
200, 300, and 500. Here E, is a computer-produced sequence of (pseudo) 
normal deviates with 0 mean and variance 1; its method of generation being 
exactly the same as that described by Bhansali and Downham [ 121. Three 
different values of a were used, namely, a = 2, 3, and 4. 
The joint frequency distribution of the order selected by the FPEA, and 
the FPER, criteria was determined for each (T, p, a) configuration; the total 
number of simulations for each such configuration being 100. The J?i,Ju) and 
F~,Ju) were computed by ysing formulae (4.2) and (4.1) respectively, where, 
as discussed by Bhansali [lo] k was specified arbitrarily. The p^,.,(j) and 
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7&(s) (j = l,..., s; s = l)...) H) were then computed in the manner described 
in Section 4. For both these criteria we set H = k. 
The frequency distribution of the order selected by the AICM, criterion, 
(5.6), was also determined for each (T,p, a) configuration, by setting 
H = 10. The moving average parameters were estimated by an iterative 
approximate maximum likelihood procedure suggested by Hannan [ 181, but 
the modification introduced by Nicholls (251 for ensuring that the estimates 
are invertible was also incorporated. For deciding whether the iterative 
procedure has converged, a tolerance level of 1O-4 was set. Thus if at the 
nth and (n + I)th iterations, the estimates differ only in the fifth decimal 
place, then the iterative procedure was deemed to have converged at the nth 
iteration (n > 1). Otherwise, the iterations were continued until convergence 
took place, but with an upper limit of 30 on the total number of iterations, 
that is, if the convergence was not attained before the number of iterations 
exceeded 30, the procedure was declared as not having converged. 
The observed frequency distributions of the order selected are shown in 
Table I along with the asymptotic. Strictly speaking, the latter apply only to 
the FPEA, and FPER, criteria, since they have been calculated from 
Theorem 5. I by taking H = k and h = 1. The asymptotic frequencies change 
very slowly with H, however, and those shown for T = 96, k = 12 apply also 
for the AICM, criterion. To save space, only the marginal distributions of 
the order selected by the FPEA,, FPER, and AICM, criteria, and only the 
results for /l= -0.8, 0.3 and a = 2, 4 are shown. 
If T > 200, then the observed frequencies of the order selected by all three 
criteria are close to the asymptotic, except when the FPER, criterion is 
applied with ar = 2 and T = 200 and p = 0.3. The observed frequency of 
selecting a first order model is then somewhat higher than the asymptotic. 
If, on the other hand, T = 48 and 96 and /3 = 0.3 the frequency of selecting 
order zero is appreciable for all three criteria and this frequency increases as 
a increases from 2 to 4. We note that the disparity between the asymptotic 
and the finite sample behaviour of these three criteria is qualitatively similar 
to that reported by Bhansali and Downham [ 12) for estimating the order of 
an autoregressive process. 
On comparing the frequency distributions of the order selected by the 
AICM, criterion with those of the FPEA, and the FPER, criteria, it may be 
gleaned that from the point of view of estimating the order of a moving 
average process, no significant loss in efficiency results from employing 
either of the latter two criteria. On the other hand, when using the AICM, 
criterion, two major computational difficulties were encountered: First, the 
computer time needed was more than 200 times greater than that required 
for using either the FPEA, or the FPER, criteria. Second, the Hannan [ 181 
iterative procedure for estimating the moving average parameters very often 
failed to converge for some or all of the fitted orders. This occurred 
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especially when the fitted order s was greater than the true order h and/or 
when /3 = -0.8 and T is small. 
For example, with T= 48 and /3 = -0.8, the iterative procedure failed to 
converge for all the fitted orders in 44 out of 100 simulations, i.e., for these 
44 simulations no estimate of h was obtained. Although, for T > 200 an 
estimate of h was obtained in all 100 simulations for all the four values of /3, 
the difficulties in obtaining convergence were still encountered, especially 
when s > h. For example, with s = 10, T = 200, and /I = -0.8, the procedure 
failed to converge in 33 out of 100 simulations. 
In a Ph.D. thesis submitted to Liverpool University, M. Mbago applies a 
criterion similar to (5.6), but with the moving average parameters estimated 
by an approximate maximum likelihood procedure suggested by Box and 
Jenkins [ 131 to simulated first, second, third, and fifth order processes. For 
the first order processes, his results are similar to that given in Table I for 
the AICM, criterion. Again, no loss in efficiency results by using the 
FPEA,, or the FPER,, criteria; but estimation of h by using the Box-- 
Jenkins approximate maximum likelihood procedure in conjunction with the 
AICM, criterion is computationally more expensive. 
It is instructive also to compare the relative performance of the FPEA, 
and the FPER, criteria. From Table I, it will be noticed that for each 
(T, p, a) configuration the frequency distributions of the order selected by 
these two criteria are similar, but the FPER, criterion consistently selects 
the correct first order slightly more frequently than the FPEA, criterion. A 
summary of the joint behaviour of these two criteria is given in Table II, 
where the frequency with which they select the same order is shown along 
with the average order selected. It is seen that the frequency with which these 
two criteria select the same order varies between 70% and 95%. For a fixed 
T this frequency increases as a increases, and vice versa. 
The simulation results do not give specific guidance on what a to choose 
in practice. Reference may be made to Bhansali and Downham [ 121, 
Bhansali [9], Beenstock and Bhansali [S], Akaike 141, Smith and 
Spiegelhalter [34], and Atkinson [6] for a discussion of this question. 
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